Geo-caching Mission: Team 1
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.750323

149.697289

-34.751638

149.701126

-34.752346

149.700331

Geo-caching Mission: Team 2
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.750653

149.698196

-34.752136

149.698471

-34.752740

149.701877

Geo-caching Mission: Team 3
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.750508

149.699821

-34.752070

149.699216

-34.752910

149.699634

Geo-caching Mission: Team 4
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.750799

149.699022

-34.752313

149.699597

-34.752568

149.700960

Geo-caching Mission: Team 5
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.749633

149.699442

-34.751700

149.699485

-34.753056

149.700197

Geo-caching Mission: Team 6
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.750891

149.699976

-34.750823

149.702183

-34.751713

149.699179

Geo-caching Mission: Team 7
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.750323

149.699129

-34.750585

149.701292

-34.752357

149.698900

Geo-caching Mission: Team 8
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.751219

149.699656

-34.752379

149.699898

-34.753311

149.700728

Geo-caching Mission: Team 9
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Confirmed (sign here)

Long
-34.751180

149.701738

-34.751457

149.698642

-34.751947

149.700107

Geo-caching Mission: Team 10
Now you have some handy technology, you need to go out and find more clues and
more provisions to help you to survive. You must navigate to your 3 designated
drop-points to retrieve 3 caches. These hold important components for your survival,
as well as clues to help you find your way to the Survival Depot.

When you find a cache, mark its location on this map, using one of the stickers from
the cache. Make sure you mark it accurately. Save the other stickers - you’ll need
them later. Grab everything, including the container - it might come in handy!

Hints:
● Every team has different objectives - don’t follow another team, it won’t help!
● Work together - everyone needs to survive! Leave no team-mate behind! Make
sure you take turns in using the equipment you have.
● Verify your location on the 2 tricorders. You may need to experiment by moving
with one of them and seeing what it does to the co-ordinates on the GPS in
order to figure out which direction to go.
● If you come across another cache that is not at one of your locations, then
unless there are instructions in the cache to collect it, leave it alone, another
team may be looking for it.
● Don’t rely on seeing a cache and running to it - you need to verify your locations
- sign off below to confirm you checked you were in the right place.
● Once you have found all three caches, rendezvous with the other survivors in
the middle of the main oval.

● Be aware of your surroundings - keep an eye out for snakes and any other
dangers. Remember, you’ve survived the apocalypse so far by being clever and
careful - don’t take unnecessary risks now!
Cache Locations:
Lat

Long

-34.751056

149.697779

Confirmed (sign here)

-34.751916

149.699903

-34.753496

149.701715

